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As part of Public Law Advocacy (P*LAW) Week at Cardozo School of Law, the Kathryn O. Greenberg Immigration Justice Clinic and Cardozo OUTlaw invite you to:

Finding Home in America

A screening and discussion of REFUGE: "Hombres Nuevos"

Monday, January 28, 2019
6 p.m.

Jacob Burns Moot Court Room
Cardozo School of Law
55 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York

Episode 6 of the AT&T original series REFUGE tells the story of former Cardozo Law instructor Luis Mancheno. Now an award-winning attorney in New York City, Mancheno survived anti-gay conversion therapy and a murder attempt in his native Ecuador before receiving asylum in the United States.
Mancheno now fights for the rights and dignity of other refugees in the U.S. as an immigration attorney. The episode includes coverage of Mancheno's fight against President Trump's "Muslim Ban" in 2017.

Cardozo Professor of Law Kate Shaw will interview Mancheno and moderate a Q&A following the screening.